
A day in the 
life with smart 
communications 
technology

“Increase productivity, efficiency  
and collaboration of your employees  
with brilliant tools and techniques.” 



“The world is mobile. One personal 
number activates across all of  
my devices ensuring I can always 
connect with clients and colleagues.”

8am 
On the way  
to the office.



“I record the call so I can refer back  
at a later date and nothing is missed.” 

9am 
Video conference  
with international 
colleagues 



10am 
In a meeting. 
Should I answer  
this call?

“Through contextual information that  
is gathered from our CRM, social media  
and other integrated sources I receive  
an overview with information about  
the person that is calling me.”



10:20am 
My notes are updated  
via the Fuze app.

“All apps and systems are fully integrated. 
Calls from my customers are automatically 
logged into our CRM system. 
I can make notes directly, ensuring  
no activity is lost.”



12pm  
Video conference
with colleagues.

“I can make an on the spot transfer  
of my smartphone call to our  
video conference room.”



2:45pm  
Interview with a new client.

4:30pm  
Working off-site for a client. 
Quick login via the browser.

“I can see the availability of my  
colleagues and immediately reach  
them via chat if I need to liaise  
with them quickly.”

“My communications platform is available 
anytime, anywhere from any device via 
browser or app.” 



6pm  
Management meeting

“Real-time information and  
reporting enables management  
to analyse team performance, 
highlight training gaps and  
drive productivity.”



8pm  
Review of my day  
and forward planning.

“I have instant access to all items logged  
in our CRM system earlier in the day through  
my mobile devices. I can plan my actions  
for tomorrow.”



“We have a workforce  
in 50 countries and we needed  
to provide video conferencing  
to them. There are many 
challenges to getting hardware 
into countries and getting all the 
managed solutions configured, 
we needed smart hands on the 
ground. Fuze really just eliminated 
all those challenges for us by 
being a software tool that we  
can deploy immediately and  
users can use immediately.”
— Tim Sheff, Head of Multimedia, Groupon  



Why Fuze?

Fully mobile 
The Fuze app keeps your team 
connected wherever they are.

Ease of use 
One cloud platform which is fast  
and simple to adopt and use

Experience it all in HD 
Increase productivity by enabling  
high quality interactions and 
collaborations without interruption.

Reduce costs 
Consolidate communications,  
reduce travel time and save costs.

We’ve got you covered 
Enterprise IT platform with full  
and reliable analytics functions.



“Fuze allows us and students to share screens, whiteboards,  
movies and presentations. It works quickly and easily.”

— Fred Deakin, Chair of Interactive Digital Arts, University of the Arts London

Companies that trust us


